
Fundamental Principles of 
Innovation and Design Thinking





Why do we design?





is a team sport
Venture together!





What a Design Challenge looks like?







“It might be very far for people in rural area of Africa 
to carry water from the nearest river.”

Our observation: People can walk up to 3 hours to 
fetch water and the weight can cause muscle strain.

Observation Insights

Infer



“It might be very far for people in rural area of Africa 
to carry water from the nearest river.”

Our observation: People can walk up to 3 hours to 
fetch water and the weight can cause muscle strain.

Carrying weight over long distance may strain the 
muscle and causes fatigue which may negatively 
affect their pregnancy

Observation Insights

Infer





How do we apply Design Thinking?







“Peru have experienced severe floods 
every year”

Our observation: Electricity will be cut off 
during flood season

Observation Insights

Infer



This may affect the healthcare facilities in 
the flooding area 

“Peru have experienced severe floods 
every year”

Our observation: Electricity will be cut off 
during flood season

Observation Insights

Infer



SOLUTION:
We Care Solar Suitcase is invented as a 
healthcare facility that have adequate 
lighting and power to save lives.



How we do that in Hong Kong?







“Hong Kong has more than 100,000 people living in 
sub-divided unit”

Our observation: The spread of Coronavirus could be 
deadly

Observation Insights

Infer





It may be difficult to disinfect viruses in such a 
complex space

“Peru have experienced severe floods every year”

Our observation: Electricity will be cut off during 
flood season

Observation Insights

Infer



SOLUTION:
Project Ultra Violette
- Helps 1,000 households to disinfect their sub-divided units.













Problem Space Solution Space

From PROBLEM SPACE to

SOLUTION SPACE



Problem Statement

HOW 

MIGHT WE … ? 



HOW MIGHT WE

Promote concept of Active Ageing 

to elders at Kowloon Districts?

Create an age-friendly environment 

at Tuen Mun District?

HOW MIGHT WE



Ideation









Creative, bad, 

undeveloped 

and crazy ideas

Evaluate Feasibility

FAMILIAR AND

INCREMENTAL

RESULTS



Creative, bad, 

undeveloped 

and crazy ideas

Evaluate for 

Potential

Can be 

developed 

for feasibility

"Can explore 

further"?

Or

"Can move to 

feasibility study"?





• Safe

• Protection

• Able to read lips

• No fog

• Transparent



What are other ways we 
can provide these 
attributes? 

• Safe

• Protection

• Able to read lips

• No fog

• Transparent





Don’t shy away from 
radical ideas- use 
them as inspiration 
for a solution! (that’s 
where innovation is 
usually found!) 





Prototype to 
figure out 
the details



CREATE AN 
IMAGINARY 
WORLD
ANOTHER 
PERSON 
CAN STEP 
INTO



Use improvise to figure out the details





Lego Prototype



Prototype to Test Assumptions






















